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Everybody needs extra bucks
Who gets the jobs aJUlwhy
By Viki Fitzgerald
The number of complaints about campus employment (or the
lack of it) have risen sharply this year as more students, both
financial aid recipients and those not on aid, search for ways to
supplement their incomes. Anumber of students have expressed
increased concern for jobs that will be beneficial upon
graduation, and complain that the "plush jobs," like Cro Main
Desk, Library, news office and accounting are only available to
students on financial aid. More and more students want jobs on
campus, and feel the school is providing neither the jobs nor aid
in finding the jobs in the first place.
Mrs. Rozanne Burt, Assistant Director of Career Counseling
and Placement, feels the Conn College tries to make work op-
portunities available to as many students as possible, whether or
not the students are recipients of financial aid.
According to Mrs. Burt, Conn makes it a practice to hire
nonfinancial aid students, a policy she said is not adopted by
many larger colleges. Students are allowed a five-hour-a-week
work maximum, she said, so that available jobs may be provided
-7 ~7 -r I .
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for as many students as possible. Many colleges require l(}-lS
hours ofwork per week, a policy which, if adopted by Conn,would
cut the number of student employees by over half.
The standard procedure for getting campus employment starts
at the Career Counseling and Placement Office. Students are
required to fill out a schedule of their free time, which should be
updated every semester. In addition, they must list.special skills,
such as typing, shorthand, languages or bookkeeping and job
preferences and experience. A sign-up sheet for odd jobs such as
babysitting is provided.
As jobs become available, students with the corresponding free
time and necessary skills are matched with the jobs. An attempt
is made, claims the Placement Office, to match students with
journalistic talents or office skills with suitable employment.
Some students become eligible for more than one job because
they do not work the five-hour maximwn at one job. In addition,
if the student has a skill in demand, such as typing, he may easily
pick up additional money. Though the idea of some students
carrying two or three jobs does seem unfair, one cannot complain
if it is because they have an extra skill. continued on page6
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New London'. Only
DELI S CREPE HOUSE
FEATURING N.Y. Putrami & Corned Beef
SPECIAL la. Draft with Lunch
ENTERTADOONT NIGHTLY
SPECIALIZING in Folk, Jazz & Blues
~NN~(HRISTIE
SUPER SAVINGSl
SUPER STYLINGl
FRENCH
FASHION-FIT
JEANS
Orig. $30
NOW ONLY $9.99!
.\\
TrinityCollege/Barbieri Cente~
ROME CAMPUS
JUNE 16· JULY 26 - $950
Art History
Italian literature
Modern History
Architecture
Italian Language
Performing Arts
BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS
TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartford, Ct. 06106
(203) 527-3151, ext. 221
~
\'
Ocean Pizza
Palace
Take Advantage of our
DAIl. Y SPECIALS
Monday - Plain Pilza 99c
Tuesday - Meatball Grinder S1.25
Wednesday - Monarella Pina $1.25
Thursday - fggplant Grinder S 1.25
Also Very Ofteit Buy
3 PIZZAS OR 3 GRINOfR S
Get a Quart of
COKE - FREE
Open 'til 2
Sun Thurs
'til 4 Fri-Sdt
88 Ocean Avenue
WATCHOUR WINDOW SIGNS· Tel 443-0870
ADVENTURE
Instead of getting your excitement from watching the ex-
.ploits of others, you could be having some of your own.
By rappelling out of a helicopter. Or jumping out of an
airplane. Or by doing a job you never thought you could do.
Or going places you never thought you would go.
CAll ARMY OPPORTUNITIES
322 STATE St. NEW LONDON .4.42-7653
li.
THE DUTCH
TAVER-N
9 am -12 pm Monday - Saturday
Reasonable Prices-
_30C a beer
$2 a Pitcher
23 Green Sf. right off Captain's Walk
QQ~~~:~~~~~~~~~
8MSOI
RESTAURANT
ALL DRINKS 40e OFF
EVERY NIGHT
10 PM TO CLOSE
SUNDAY 9 PM - 11 PM
We take
"- students'
checks
witha
Conn. 10.
BEER 50~ Mug $2.00 Pitcher PIZZA $1.00
327 Huntington Str •• t. New London_ Conn. - .-
Down William. St.· Take left ot Traffic lIth..... r Hod••• Sq.
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Looking for a
student eenter
Students lead two lives: an academic and a social. For the
academic life, Conn supplies seven classroom buildings plus
an elaborate new library structure. However besides the
dorms which are divided into individual coin~tments, we
have no building specifically earmarked for our social life.
What Conn needs is a student center.
A student center is a shelter where students can escape
from their academic lives. It is a building where students can
gather to meet with fellow students, socialize, relax, par-
ticipate in extracurricular activities anet basicallY release
themselves from pressure.
Despite what the sign says, Crozier-Williams is not a
student center. It houses extraneous entities such as alumni
offices, Carreer Counseling and Placement, the Summer
Jobs Library, the Placement Library, the Dance Department
(an academic department), the Summer Arts Program
Office, Campus Safety and Central Services.
The large amount of space used by these non-social
departments and offices leaves little room for facilities
desperately needed for student activities and the Physical
Education Department.
Cra should be a student center, or more accurately, a
student and athletics center. Most students, especially those
without cars, do .notturn to the New London Community for
entertainment and relaxation. Students rely primarily on the
campus for theirsocial lives.
What the campus provides, however, leaves something to
be desired. The traditional offering is a semi-formal a11-
campus party, But that only satisfies students who think
dressing up and drinking warm beer in a crowded room is
fun.
Student dissatisfaction with the amount, variety and
quality of social activities is often echoed, especially by
students who leave.
The Long Range Planning and Development Committee is
drawing up a proposal for the reallocation of space due to
Palmer Library's vacancy. Students' social needs should not
rank any lower than the College's academic needs. One of the
Committee's top priorities should be to make Cro into a true
student and athletics center.
To make Cra into a student and athletics center I the only
foreseeable solution is to remove from Cra all of the "ex-
traneous entities" heretofore mentioned. This move would
alleviate the space tensions suffered by Connie Sokalsky,
director of Cra, Charles Luce, director of athletics, and in the
end, students.
Their departure would also benefit the offices and
departments themselves. For example, although the Alumni
Association currently inhabits a wing built specifically for
them, they are looking for a new home. They hope to find a
house off-campus free from constant noise and where they
can put up overnight guests.
The Career Counseling and Placement Office also suffers
in their present location. A small area behind a screen filled
with noise Irom clicking typewriters and passing traffic is
not conducive to a good job interview.
The Dance Department would also profit from leaving Cro.
According to the blueprints, the main studio was not designed
for dancers. The temperature is set at 60 degrees, the rec-
comended temperature for gymnasium facilities. During the
summer, the vast window space creates stifling hot tem-
peratures. Moreover, the floor is unlit for dancing and causes
joint and limb injuries. -
The evacuation of the Dance Department would free office
space and the studios, including the former bowling alley.
According to Luce, the main studio would be a good as a
much needed location for women's gymnastics.
After all, the present gym facilities were bmlt when Conn
College was for women only without anticipation of male
athletics. As Sokalsky pointed out, "1 probably hear more
complaints about inadequate gym t1me than any other
student concern."
The Physical Education Department also wants a training
room and is in dire need of classroom space, which they
currently lack.
The vacated "bowling alley" woll1d be ideal for a game
room where students could relax, socialize, and find release
from pressures. Sokalsky explained that the room could be
equipped with wall to ceiling carpeting, vending machines,
games, pinball machines, tables and lounge furniture.
The remainder of the room or part of the archery and
weight room could be transformed into a classroom and-or
much needed meeting room.
One of Sokalsky's other goal is to expand the bar, not just
into the pool room as planned, but also into the alumni area
alter the Alumni Office's departure. The bar itself would
become an island, allowing for different sections suited for
different student needs.
The most adventagious aspect of her proposal ia the
establishment of programming, such as movies and live
entertainment, into the bar. She would also like to see space
created for non-academic arts and crafts and a banking
center.
Student Government needs office space, especially for its
treasurers, and a larger meeting room. Small and crowded
Rm. 210 does not encourage student participation.
In addition, there are some 30 homeless clubs floating
around campus in need of meeting space. The student and
athletics center should also have a room where day-students
can feel a part of the College.
Finally, the media groups on campus now suffer from
inadequate space. WCNI has put in repeated requests lor the
remainder of room 225. Kaine operates mainly out of Smith
Dining Room, or in the words of David Ulrich, "wherever we
can find space."
The Spark functions in Harkn-ess Chapel's boiler room. The
Voice finds it extremely difficult to write, type, edit, layout
and produce a 16 page newsmagazine in a room the size of
Cro 212.
Social and extracurricular activities deserve more con-
sideration and space than they currently receive. The
establishment of a student and athletics center would im-
prove students' social lives and help create a more
stimulating and saner 'college community.
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Peace Corps
Climbing a career ladder
or going to grad school is
not the only way to spend
time after graduation. Win
Morgan explains why he
wants to go into the Peace
Corps and other ad-
vantages of this program.
!
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intrigue
By LupoU and
Goldsteln ••••8
Going to another school
for a semester or a year
has almost become a Conn
College trcdinon. In three
pages. we explore different
programs, such as the
Washington semester: and
relay reactions from
students who retu.rned to
Conn.
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Need a job?
Money is always tight for
college students and
campus jobs are one way
to alleviate the financial
crunch. Vi"i Fitzgerald
examines where the jobs
are, how to get them and
who gets them.
. ByViki
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si!!!"it-be cared for people; cared fpr his
country, fought for the cause: an.il spent')
most of his waking hours drinking and
singing." The Hostage is. set in ~~-
sewer's Boarding House in Dublin m
1959. .
Ted Chapin has called The Hostsge
"a very theatrical yet humanistic
play." Chapin felt that because the old
Palmer Lihrary "has been closed and
unheated for the Past tow year,"-it is,
"in many ways, exactly the kind of
building the play tskes place in." -
David Keep, production stage
manager, stood in Palmer Library
while lighting and seating was being set
up and spoke about The Hostsge. He
remarked that a production in the old
library "has never been done before.
Considering it's not a theatrical space,
it's pretty unique. This show fits per-
fectly into the building."
The second drama production is
Gingerbread Lady by Neil Simon.
Performances are scheduled for April
14and 15,with April 13 possibly being
added. Auditions for Neil Simon's play
took place last week.
FEBRUARY 11. 1918
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~ Iternative in
entertainment ~
By Evan Stone
Although it does not appear that
Connecticut College will be the SIte of a
Beatles reunion in 1978,there will be at
least one concert at CoM this semester.
On Friday, Marcb 3, at 9 pm in Dana
Hall Richie Lecea will pei'form inwhat
is ~ing hilled as a "mini-concert".
Tickets for the concert are $1 for
Conn students and $2 for all others m
altendence. The mini-concert concept
is different from past Conn College
concerts, such as Billy Joel and Aztec
Two Step, in a number of ways. .
Social Board Chairman Bill DaVIS
describes a mini·co~cert I~S ".an
alternative in entertainment which
avoids the financial losses that ac-
company putting on a ~ajor conceI1:at
Conn. According to DaVIS,the followmg
factors dictate that a break-even
concert is virtually impossible: 8. s~all
student population at Conn, limited
seating in Palmer Auditoriwn, ~d a
small concert turnout from the city of
New London. . .
Even with a sold out auditonwn a
financial loss is probable, due to the fee
which a top act charges. An act
which charges a five digit figure would
obviously put a tremendous strain on
the Social Board budget. . .
According to Davis, the Lecea mun-
concert is ''more realistic to th~needs
of Conn College" than an expensive ad
would be. Further, the concert. IS
scheduled for Dana Hall, whose sealing
accomodBtions are more modest than
Palmer Auditoriwn.
Thus the miniconcert is Jess am- ,..;
~_' \han' ~oua CClDCerIs.in two
ways. The Social Board la spending less
than it did on such previous concerts as
Jimmy Cliff or Livingston Taylor, and
less students are expected to attend.
01 course, the main question on ~e
minds of potential concert-goers IS
"Who is Richie Lecea?" Further, what
type of music does he play? Leeea is an
acoustic guitar playIng singer-
songwriter who has been based in
California. Previously a member of
Shango, before going solo, he has
recorded for A&MRecords as well as
Twentieth century Music.
Lecea has released two albums, the
first tilled Magic, and the "'70nd It:s
AllDone Witb Mirrors. According to his
press release, he performs "ballads
and up-tempo songs." .
Lecea performed at the National
Entertainment Campus Activities
Association convention which was
allended by four members of the Conn
College Social Board this past fall. The
convention is a showcase of ~-and-
coming tsIents wbo wish to gam ex-
posure by playing on college cam~
According to Arthur Be~. Soc
Board Representative, Lecea stole the:;
bow" Lecea's performance earns . . N Englandhim over 40 bookings 111 ew
alone. till mains
However. the question s r~ the
as to why there has only. been as
Livingston Taylor concert ~ Yc".:~
opposed to a more van f
schedule in previous years. In termt ::e
nwnbers the Lecea concert canno .
conside~ a major concert.. AC~
to Davis, a great deal of Social Boar
money was spent in hinng bands to play
at parties last semester.
Also the National Lampoon Sh~W,
which 'was so successful at CoO? ~~
years ago resulted 10 a StU
financial l~ this year. Out of. stsr-
ting figure of $15,000, appro:':~~i
$4000 is lell in the Social Boar ,..'
With funds dwindling, the 'mlm-
concert alternative" is one of the aPr
lions open to Conn. As to the fut~e ?
mini-concerts, Davis stated that we U
have to see how this one turns "out
before we make any future plans.
Updating
dramatie
events
By Michael SIUenfeld
The schedule for dramatic produc-
tions on campus is busy this semester.
Brendan Behan', Tbe Hostsge, the first
production planned, will be shown in
the Palmer Library on March 1, 2, 3,
and 4 at 8 p.m. Director Ted Chapin
graduated from Connecticut College in
1972and is currently Assistant DIrector
of the National Theatre Institute.
Playwrite Brendan Behan, who died
in 1964 at the age of 41, has been
characterized as embodying "the Irish
Meaghan O'Connell (Iem.
Peter Rustin and Charlie Cissel (on
stairs) on the Palmer Library
set of The Hostage.
The dire~tor of Glngerbread Lady,
Lue Douthit said that the play is about
, " da "bunch of misfit characters, an
that for Neil Simon's work, "they're
more downtodden that usual."
Douthit also remarked that the
drama situation on campus "is very
good" and is "much imporved over the
last couple of years." She was par-
ticularly pleased by the recent conei
tributions of Morris Carnovsky and1'e
Chapin to drama productions.
A third offering will be Jazzbabi.s,
"a musical revue of the 20's" to be held
in April tentatively . The producdon will
be directed by Eric Sletteland.
ATTENTION SOCIAL CHAIRMEN
PlGnnln, IIPart~1
. Ed Cramer at
GORDON'. TELLOWFRONT
will give you free advice on all your
party needs ... Including
*Planning a successful party
*Mixing and serving drinks
*Buying liqueur and mixers
*Beer and bar equipment
*The best prices'
A.Gord •••• d ••••
177C.le._· .t. 44~·5.~7
PHOTOS, BY GEOFFREY DAY
JAMS LAUNDROMAT.
Monday- Friday 8am -9pm
Saturday and Sunday 7am-9pm
Owned & operated by Mary & Joe Cusati
Hodges Square. 447-1287
ANNOUCES
ITS EXPANSION
*Ory Cleaning and Built Dry Cleaning.
. *Orop-o(( Laundry Seroice· -
*Plus regular coin-operated s~roice
Crand openin.
~oona'ter vaelltlon
It was odd, you know. It was really
odd. Here was Ali, and he Nasn't having
anything to say, nothing at all. The big
question that everyone had was, when
would Ali put away Leon Spinks? Ali
wouldn't say, but the media did.
The sportscaster on Channel 3 in
Hartford came on last night with a
bonquet of lilies and said that after Ali
finished with Spinks in the thirteenth
round, Spinks would wake up in his
hospital room and would see these
flowers. Some people said as early as
the fifth round. Spinks all along said
he'd beat Ali, but never said how or
what he'd do to him. It all seemed
empty. But just look at Leon Spinks.
You'll be seeing a lot of him now, since
he did what only two other men have
done before: He beat up on Muhammed
Ali, and won.
The similarities between Ali and
Spinks are striking. Both were light
heavyweight gold medalists for the
United States in the Olympic Games -
Ali in 1960 in Rome, Spinks in 1976 in
Montreal. Both, when they had their
first shot at the heavyweight title, had
their brothers fighting in preliminary
bouts before the main attractions (the
only difference being that Ali's brother
got beaten rather hadly, whereas
Michael Spinks was the victor last
night>. Both men sat in the audience
and watched their brothers perfonn,
I instead of sitting in lIl~ir c;Ir~,
There Is no one
that has done more
for boxing In tills
century than·
Muhammad All.
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The 'atest
and the
greatest
By David (;ruthers
rooms, sweating like pigs, about the
beating they were supposed to receive
at the hands of the then-cllamps (Sonny
Liston in 1964, Ail last night>.
Both are deeply religious men-Spinks
a Christian and Ali a member of the
Church of Islam. Both are men who
have had the chance to make (or wiD
make) a lot of money because they wiD
get into a rink and try to beat up on
some one else. But there is a striking
difference between the two men.
Ali took boxing very seriously when
he was Spinks' age. He trained
furiously for his bouts, studied his
opponents carefully to see where their
flaws were, and then took advantage of
them and won-as an amatuer and a pro.
Spinks was the kid who splashed his
face with water to give the appearance
of sweat to make it look like he had been
working out when he was an Olympian.
He showed last night that he was a
puncher, giving almost roundhouse
lefts and rights that leave him wide
open for short and quick punches. As
one of his opponents, whowas beaten by
Spinks said, "He eats the jab real
good."
But, it worked better than most had
thought for Spinks, and he is now the
Champion But, what !s ahead for
boxing?
Undoubtedly, there is no one that has
done more for boxinl{ in this century
than Muhammad All" He, .. Csalus
Clay anilrlater liS Ali, brblight a tighter·
side to matches, spewing poetry and
jovial insults at his opponents. (Spinks
is not without a sense of humor, though.
During the early rounds, he reached
behind and playfully spanked Ali's
fanny.) He made boxing a respected
sport and brought, to himsell and bis
promoters, millions of dollars in prize
money.
_This is something that Leon Spinks
just cannot do. Yes, he is a damn good
fighter (Cosell described him before the
fight as a rank amatuer, which is
baloney) but he hasn't the class of Ali.
He hasn't the command that wiD make
people look up to him asa champion. He
is, and everyone will draw this same
Ali was cornered by the young Spin,,"
in the fifteenth round.
conclusion, lbe same type of champion
that Rocky Balboa would have been:
quiet, respectful and not one to rile his
opponents.
I'm sorry, but r just cannot see
Spinks holding onto his title in a
defense against Ken Norton. Norton is
one of the strongest men in boxing
today, a man who, many aay, beat Ali
during their last bout. Norton is stiD
voung; he is not the aging superstar
that Ali was and is a bigger man than
Spinks. Any threats that Spinks can
make will not have the same ringing
combination of insult and joke that Ali
gave.
There will be other fights for Spinks
before the bout with Norton, and he wiD
have the opportunity to make his
money. Already there has been an offer
of $1.5 million from a South African
promoter for tille defense (the
promoter said that if Spinks was not
available, they would "settle" for AJil.
But still, Spinks is not a dumb fighter;
he will train very hard for his future
fights, and may just surprise US all
again.
To sbow, in conclusion, the gen-
Ueman that Leon Spinks really is, this
must be eoded with a quotation from
the press conference that was held after
the fight. Spinks and Ali were sitting
side by side in front of reporters, and
Spinks pointed at Ali, turned to the
press, and said:
"I'm the latest, but he's the
~reatest."
OFF THE TRACK
by Michael A. Rlcbards
Mark Alexander Eaton awoke at 9 A.M., per usual, stretched twice,
yawned once, reached for his gluses Iylng on the mahogony night table to
his left, place them upon his nose, smiled at the ray of light searing his
sheets, and died.
The newness of the experience did not upset him. He prided himseIl upon
his adaptability to different situations. A man of his slature was expected to
deal with all sorts of people and problems. Still, something seemed out of
place. That bothered Mark Alexander Eaton. Anything incomplete made
him queasy-a jigsaw puzzle without its finishing piece, a crossword puzzle
without it missing its final connection, even a tie ballgame. He was com-
pulsive completeist. His vague sense of the misplaced began to make his
stomach queasy. -
While he had Jived, he had accumulated quite a fortune. In ~ own words,
his fastidiousness paid off royally. His bl!f!n__ .mi,04.'''ll<< Jalll1Uble. His
decisions were based on the lhouroughest research posaIble. Itbad been hIa
boast that while he bad lived, he bad programmed more computon than
mM. It was true. Mark Alexander Eaton's computers scheduled not only.
his business, but his life.
ius queasffiesS continued. SOmething was definltely out of place. FIrst of
all, he had not planned to die. Second, he did not know where he was. Third,
he did not know why he was there. Finally, he did not believe in life during.
death; therefore, he should not be thinking. His stomach jerked once, then
again.
He began to become
irritated. As his anger grew,
his stomach spasmed in
parallel progression. Pain He held his
began, then increased, en-
veloping him. Soon his anger
could not be contained. His
stomach spasmed furiously. ears In
The pain was unbearable. His
internal orchestration surged
to final crescendo, peaked, hIs hands~
held, and exploded in a'
briUance of agony. He could
not fathom thi' logical con-
nection. try I•• to
Mark Alexander Eaton was
on his knees, humbled by his
fallability. His mind and body preve.t
cried for relief, cried to be
spared, cried to die, but he
could not die, because be was
dead. The crescendo of the the I.st of .Is
previous peak built again, and
Mark Alexander Eaton feU
prostrate. He held his ears in
his hands, trying to prevent _Ind fro_ ese.p ....
the last of his mind from
escaping.
Years passed, and Mark Alexander Eaton remained prostrate. His
. surroundings gradually became more familiar. His queasiness began to
subside. The pain withdrew. In time, he drew biB body onto his knees as be
became stronger and more faniiliar, he stood upright. He walked. His
surroundings remained constant, never changing. He came to a mirror,
suspended in the void. He did not recognize himseIl. He stepped into the
mirror. A ray of tight seared the blue of his sheets .. he smiled. He held his
glasses up to the tight. They were dirty. He cleaned them, using his blue
sheets, and re-examined them. They were clean.
He arose, went to his kitchen, and prepared coffee, juice, and toaal. He
went into his hathroom. He relieved himsell, wasbed his face, and began to
shave. The mirror bothered him. Something w.. out of place, not in ita
lol!ical connection. His stomach began to spasm. He began to feel ill. He
looked into the mirror again. The pain increased. He fell to his Imees,looked
up to the mirror again. Imploringly. He feUprostrate. He could not make the
sense. He was incongruent. He was not Mark Alexander Eaton.
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continued lrom page 1
Some jobs, such as those of depart-
ment aides, library work or dining
room jobs, are funded by the federal
~overnment, and therefore must be
lPven to students on the work-study
program. In such cases, the federal
~overnment pays 80 percent of the
students' salaries, with the College only
paying 20 percent. If some financial aid
students are unable to work the
prescribed hours, then and only then do
aU\eY students have a crack at them.
The library job bas long been a
coveted position, yet 77 out of the 98
student positions in the library are
filled by work-study students, so the
chances of non-financial aid students
finding a job there are minimal. The
largest turnover occurs in the dining
room, filled mostly by seniors and
freshmen, two-thirds of them financial
aid recipients. The largest turnover is
in the lall, when jobs held by
graduating seniors become available,
or when students take a semester or
year away.
Once a 'student gets a campus job, he
may keep it provided that he indicates
so on a form sent out each spring by the
Placement Office. This form requires
that the student indicate whether he
wants the same or a dilferent job. Many
students have found themselves out of
work if they want to work somewhere
other than their former job.
Many students have also found it
more profitable to go directly to the
chairman of an academic department
or another employer in search of a job.
A number of students have had more
success looking lor jobs this way than
Repaying
soeiety's
debts
By Jeffrey P. Lupoff and Kennetb
Goldstein
The Peace Corps is a federally funded
program which serves 64nations of the
world with volunteers for
social work. Americans betwe~n
the ages of 18and 80give assistance 10
areas of need such as research and
development, agriculture, nutrition,
and medicine. Although anyone IS
eligible 85percent of the volunteers are
college 'graduates. The corps is highly
selective in choosing their workers.
Applicants must go through a series. of
interviews' and present an impressrve
resume and set of references to be
chosen for a two year assignment.
Recently Bruce Shearouse, a
recruiter for the Peace Corps and
Vista came to Connecticut College to
speak to interested students. When
asked why someone would be interested
Rabat, the capital of Morroco, he Would
go through a three ~onth intensive
training program. ThIs program will
consist of reviewing French, learning
basic Arabic, and studying techniques
of teaching English as a foreign
language.
Win's accomodations will not have all
of the luxuries of home. He will be
living and teaching in an area of ex-
treme poverty. The Peace Corps will
provide him with a minimum living
allowance and a three-burner stove. He
must find his own housing in Morroco.
Win explained the reasons for his
decision by saying, "I was all ready to
go to law schooL I was not ready to
dedicate my life to something I was not
sure I wanted to be doing. I think more
and more people areound 28 years old
are kicking themselves saying, why the
hell did I let myself get stuck in a mold
which was forced upon me and
not allow my self to find out
what I really wanted to do.
"I suppose I could be accused of
being liberal, that is working to go out
with an American ego and teach the
world how to act and how to behave, so
to speak, " he continued. "If I thought I
was doing ihat, I wouldn't go. I think I
have something to offer to people who
need it, and my personal convictions
make that more important than any
personal gain that I might get by going
right off to graduate school."
The Peace Corps is not a program for
everyone. Mter you finish your four
years at college and your ambition is to
make a good salary, ihe Peace Corps is
not for you. They are looking for
dedicated individuals who are in-
terested in helping other people without
receiving material gain.
going through the Placement Office.
Mrs. Burt feels that the Placement
Office provides "3 fair system--we
spread the work opportunities around
as much as possible. Unlike many
colleges, we do hire non-financial aid
students, but we just cannot give jobs if
students cannot work the necessary
hours. "
The fact remains that over two-thirds
of the campus student employees are
work-study students, leaving few op-
portunities available [or those with
skills or financial needs but who are not
eligible for financial aid. An official
breakdown of how many campus jobs
are available and how many are held by
. financial aid students was not
available, but an unofficial survey of
the major employers reports on thds
page.
While incomplete, this chart shows
that the majority of the campus em-
ployment is performed by work-study
students. Approximately 61 other
students also hold campus jobs in the
form of department aides, custodial
duties and the like, and many of these
are financial aid recipients.
More students want campus em-
ployment, and believe that the
Placement Office is not doing its job.
Yet, the Placement Office maintains
that it does employ as many students as
possible and is conlinually striving to
provide more jobs. Who is right?
And the matter is left unresolved:
how to get (and keep) a job if you are
not on financial aid. Work opportunities
must be provided-but where will they
come (rom?
Accounting Office figures 440 student employee checks mailed
No. or Work-Study Non-Work-Study
Employees
Dining Room 120 80 (appx) 4() (appx)
Library 98 77 21
Cro Main Desk 28 19 9
Cro Snack Shop 25 24 I
Music Library 24· 18 6
Theater Services 20 not available not available
Residence ct.ainnen 20 not available not available
Physical Plant 14 7 7
Language Lab 14 5 9
Accounting Office 7 5 2
P""t Office 6 ~ 3
News Office 3 not available not available
379 238 98
in joining the Peace Corps, Shearouse
responded, "If you want to go out and
sav~the world on a one to one basis, you
can t start by starting another war or
you can't take over a country.
"You can't change ihe political
regimes in a country necessarily, so you
make changes by working on a one to
one basis," he continued. "I think a lot
of the~ (Peace Corps volunteers)
idealistic, but maybe their expectations
are more feasible ...It's a practical
idealism I think ...people want the
experience of working with other
people. "
Winthrop Morgan, a Conn Csllege
seruor, ISawaiting final approval for a
Peace Corps mission. He hopes to be
sent to Morroco. Wh'n asked .his
reasons for wanting to join the Peace
Corps, Win said, "The Peace Corps
offers ,,!te,:"ative responsibility social
responsIbility, that is to other people
who really don't require anything of
you, and who don't owe anything to you
It'~.an alternative to the respon:
sibilities you will bave later on in
hfe ... if you're an idealist, it's a hell of a
way to spend two years."
Win hopes to teach English to
Morrocan school children. B doin !hi
he feels he is " ...offering th~ a w~y ~
cemmumcate their culture in a wa
that is in.te1ligebleto other people." Th~
two main languages of Morroco
French and Arabic. Upon arrival ar~
"-
A capitol Idea
By Glenn Ascb with Betb pollard
"All rise for ihe Honorable Supreme
Court Justice William· Rehnquist."
That's the way one day started for two
of Connecticut College's three juniors
on American University's Washington
Semester Program.
The Washington Semester Program,
according to available informatIon,
orovides students with an opportunllY
to study, first hand, a particular aspect
of the federal government. To ac-
complish this end, students par-
ticipated in a seminar three days a
week; an internship two days a week;
and somewhere along the line at-
tempted to complete a fifty-page
project. .
The seminar aspect of the progr:arn
was unlike any seminar at ConnectICut
continued on following page
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College. It consisted of meeting with
various elected, appointed, and career
government officials as well as lob-
byists, journalists, and ambassadors.
According to one of the participants,
Jay Faber, the best part of the program
was meeting with these various people
and hearing them speak about a par-
ticular aspect of their job.
Among the notables met were such
luminaries as Sen. Orrin Hatch
IR.-Utah), Sen. Charles Mathais (R.-
MD.l, Gen. Maxwell Taylor, and CBS
White House correspondent Bob
Schieffer. But as one of the participants
pointed out, they met predominantly
with government officials who received
very little or no publicity but have an
enormous impact on the way our
government functions--namely
bureaucrats and staff members.
The seminar. according to
Washington Semester participant Mark
Shuster, "facilitated discussion and
provided students with the realization
that the federal government is not as
efficient as it seems to be." The
program, he continued, provided me
with an opportunity "to learn in an
atmosphere different from the
traditional classrooom, among dif-
ferent people, from a variety of schools
and geographic locations."
Shuster's primary criticism of the
program,was that perhaps it was a bit
elementary. Possibly, he suggested, a
prerequisite of two government courses
should be instituted so that the seminar
could be 'taught on a more
sophisticated plane.
The internship aspect of the program,
according to Faber and Shuster, was
somewhat unstructured. But they both
felt that the internship was what you
wanted it - to be and thus was quite
worthwhile, Shuster worked for the
. Senate Small Business Committee
where he performed a study on the
effect taxes have on economic con-
centration (i.e, business mergers and
consolidations). Faber worked for the
Department of Commerce.
The third participant, Glenn Asch,
worked for Massachusetts
Congressman Michael J. Harrington.
According to all three interns, none of
Ihem were saddled with tedious office
duties, They did not do the most crucial
work, they commented, but instead
they did work that had to get done and
was relied upon by others.
The project part .of the program,
according to Shuster and Faber, was
interesting and fun to do, especially the
interview aspect of it. They talked to a
variety of people. For example,
Faber's project was a study of U.S.
arms sales to the Persian Gulf. He
interviewed staff members of the
House International Relations Com-
mittee, Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, the Pentagon, and the State
Department.
But according to all three par-
ticipants, each one encountered a
nroblern of sorts with one of their
nrorcssors. Asch's project supervisor,
for example, was eventually fired,as a
letter submitted to Dean TeHennepe
explains. for his inability 'and un-
willingness to provide "extensive
supervision and counseling" on the
project as well as his failure to "fulfill
professional obligations."
On the whole, despite some of the
problems encountered., all three par-
ticipants thought it was a good
program. The environment and at-
mosphere of Washington was very
attractive and conducive to this type of
program However, when asked: "Was
it what you expected?" they ail
responded with: "We didn't know what
to expect. There were only brochures,
and the program's representative at
Conn, Dean TeHennepe, did not know
much about the program either,"
"That's a problem at our end, not
Washington's," concluded one of the
oarticipants.
'R.~.i1tOU5Cof'RcprC5cntetil1C5
Juniors
get.
abroad
By David Fldere,
There comes a time during the
sophomore year when each student
must begin to think about wbat he
wants to do in the remaining two years
the Committee', approval to go abroad,
tbe student must be deemed
"qualified" by the Committee.
A major factor in the Committee',
decision on your application to go
abroad is your grade point average of
2.8 is required.
Grades earned in the first semester of
the freshman year may be excluded at
the discretion of the Committee. Solid
academic imporvement is also taken
into consideration by the Committee.
A grade point average of below 2.8 is
not always a kiss of death as there are
some exceptions made when a student
has a very strong case aside from biB
G.P.A ..
The Committee requires that each
student select a program or programs
which will fulfill the requirements of
the student', majorts). Upon returning
to Conn for the senior year, the student
must be able to complete <tis majores).
There is always the danger of missing
out 00 a required. course for yOW' major
'J> •
~'
Abroad in Taiwan. The photo was taken by Ann Johnson.
of his undergraduate eareer.
The inevitable queations are asked:
Am I happy here at Conn College? Do I
need a change? If the answer to the
latter is yes, then the student must start
to search for viable alternatives to a
junior year at Conn.
Spending thejunior year abroad has
become one of the most popular
remedies to the "get me out of tbis
place" blues.
At first, the idea of studying abroad
sounds .like a great idea; Europe, the
French Riviera, rocking with the sex
pistols in London, weekend skiing
excursions to the Swiss Alps, who could
ask for more?
Dreaming about spending a year or a
semester studying abroad is one thing,
getting there is another. Studying
abroad is simply not ieasible for some
people.
Before telling all of your friends that
you are going abroad next year, you
should make an appointment to see
Ernestine Brown, the Director of
Student Special Programs, who last fall
inherited this job from Dean TeHen-
nepe. She will give you information of
programs, qualificattons. and
procedures,
As you continue down the road
toward meeting all of the necessary
requirements for studying abroad, you
will a t some point come to the
realization that much of the respon-
sibility rests upon your shoulders. Ms.
Brown will offer as much guidance as
possible, but it is mainly up to you to get
out of here.
One of the most common criticims of
the Director of Student Special
Programs as echoed by junior
Tommy Usdin, "The administration
didn't provide me with much en-
couragement of assistance. At times I
felt that they were more of an obstacle
than a help." The motivation to succeed
in the quest to go abroad must come
from within the student.
Connecticut College permits students
(generally juniors) to apply for first
semester or one-year programs ap-
proved by its Committee on Study
Abroad, which is headed by Dean
Eugene TeRennepe. In order to obtain
while you are away. In planning your
academic future with your advisor,
make sure that you avoid this piUaII.
The College is affiliated with the
Institute of European Studies which
provides opportunities for study in
England, France, Germany, Austria,
and Spain.
The Committee may also approve
other programs, sucb as tbooe spon-
sored by other American colleges and
organized according to the recom-
mendations of the Institute of In-
~atiornU Education.
As an affiliate of Westminster
College, Oxfordahire, England, Con-
necticut College sponsors a one-
semester exchange program especia1Iy
for students in child development,
students planning to be certified at the
elementary or secondary level and
students in other disciplines who
submit plans for study appropriate to
courses at WestminiBter.
In cooperation with several other
New England schools, the college
participates in the Associated Kyoto
Program for Japanese studies in Kyoto,
Japan. In cooperation with New Asia
College, Hong Kong, the College
sponsors a one-year exchange.
Some foreign study programs bave
application deadlines as early d Feb.
1. Applications to the Committee on
Study Abroad should be completed at
least two weeks prior to the program
deadline, and not later than the first of
April.
The cost of going to school abroad is
usually less in actual fees than going to
Conn However, students who go
abroad usually end up spending as
much or more than normal. This is due
to the fact that many a dollar is spent on
travelling and entertainment.
The process of applying to study
abroad and obtaining approval from
the Committee is difficult and time
consuming. You can get there if you
want to-Go for it! Bon Voyage!
Ticket to ride
1. Meet with Ernestine Brown,
Director of Student Special
Programs, early in sophomore
year. It is never too early to start
thinking about going abroad.
2. Examine and evaluate clif-
.Ier ent programs for study
abroad. Brochures describing
the programs may be obtained in
Ms. Brown's office or by writing
directly to the program.
Look in professional magazines
for programs relating to your
field of interest. Talk with
students who have studied
abroad. Information learned
during this researching period
may help to determine if study
abroad is right for you.
3. Again meet with Ms. Brown to
discuss programs suitable to
your needs. At this point, it is
I important for the student to
declare a major and to select an
advisor. These are prerequisites
for approval by the Committee on
Study Abroad.
4. At this time you shouid meet
with your academic advisor who
will assist you in examining
your major(s) and planning your
academic future. It is essential
that you select a program or
programs which wili enable you
to fulfill the requirements of
your majorts) here.
5. Determine what you want or
need besides academics. Indicate
any preference or location.
Students do not go abroad solely
to study; it is important to
identify exactly what you want
from your trip abroad.
6. Obtain an application to study
abroad from Ms. Brown's office.
Complete all parts of this ap-
plication and return it to the
office as soon as possible. Each
application to study abroad is
reviewed by the Committee 00
Study Abroad, headed by Dean
TeHennepe. The Committee
reviews applications on wed-
nesdays.
7, U your application has been
approved by the Committee, you
may then apply directly to the
progr arn rs ) which you have
selected. There is no competition
or quota systems for individual
programs here at the College.
However, different programs
have different deadlines. Rolling
admission deadlines can be
deceiving, so beware of these.
Applying to a program for study
abroad is very similar to the
process of applying to college. A
deposit is usually required in
addition to letters of rec-
commendation, an essay, a
picture and so forth,
8. U accepted by the program,
you will receive all further in-
structions and necessary in-
formation from the program
directors.
However, upon leaving Conn
College you must complete aU
check-out obligations. Check with
Ms. Brown's office for more
details of what needs to be done
before you leave.
PHOT0: 'BY ANN JOHNSON
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Taking a leave froDl the
four-year Connfine
Why st.dents ge~
where they ge.
and what they de
Clockwise from top right: Cathy Sobin, Eleanor Buckley, Rick Chusid,
Bob Sanders, Sue Murphy and Taryn Mason.
The most often repeated question asked 1
sophomores is not "are you. going away ne.:,
year?", "butrather "where are you going?" Th'
year 124 students, including 19 seniors and s~
sophomores, c~ose to leave ~ur New London
haven to study in other educatIOnal instituti
h . f 0...Curiously, t e ratto a men to women who left
this year was three to one: 93 women and 31men.
Of this 124 toto., 3iJ chose to go abroad for a
semester and 33 for a year.
31 students decided to go to other American
colleges or universities for a year, while Zf
enrolled in other American institutions of higher
learning, including the Washington Semester,
Boston University Sea Semester, and National
Theater 1nstitute, for one semester.
Students' reasons for leaving range from
wanting a more active change 0/ scenery to
seeking the chance to live ~na foreign country.
Any student interested in following this junior
year tradition might take a look at these In·
terviews with students who did it, and came
back.
Eleaner Buekley
West minister, Fall '77
I wanted to leave Conn because I felt very confined
here. When I came to Conn, I knew I wouldn't stay here
four years. I felt it confining socially, and in terms 01
the community, New.Londonis.not1QOJ~"citing.1 was
basically restless and wanted to get away. I had a lotof
child development and education requirements to
fulfill and I was tired of taking required courses. I
wanted something less rigid for a change.
Westminister helped my restlessness because I could
travel a lot and the whole program is less rigid than
Cnnn.. The Americans at Westminister had a Jot of
leeway in what they could do. For example, I made up
my own private tutorial course outside my major on
something 1 was interested in.
lt was a unique program because we were slayini
with all English students instead of being on a progrsm
with just Americans. In this way, I could learn slot
about a different lifestyle, which was a good basISof
comparison with Conn.
This program was excellent because I got practical
teaching experience rather than just using textbooks.
In teaching we were sent out with English students and
we had to accomodate to that system and to the system
within the schools.
Coming back to Conn was strange. It's hard to ~et
back into the system of taking required courses ag~n.
I feel like screaming at everyone that l'm not a firSt
semester freshman ot a transfer but I'm graduatiy
beginning to feel that I belong here, I do appreciate
Conn more after going away and gaining new per'
spectives.
Sue Murphy
and Taryn Masen
Oberlin College program to Taiwan, '76·'77
We all wenl to Taiwan because we wanted to utI/i%C
~ur Chines~. We had been studying Asia and .par'
ticularly China, and we realized that going to T!llwaD
would help us and give us the opportunity to partake.~
Chmese hfe and culture. We were getling to the po,"
where, after two years, we wanted to use our
knowledge.
Upon arriving in Taiwant we were faced with eX-
treme adjustment. Itwas essentially culture shock. At
the beginning we didn't recognize it as culture shock. It
took alot of time to adjust and to learn not to compare
countries. We had to face it as a totally new es-
perience.
. After we adjusted our interest in Chinese culture
mtensilied. We real'ized ohat their culture was. so
different from ours. They have so much to offer wlUcb
you can't find out about until you're there. .
The academic life is very important to Chinese
people. They really respected us. Everyone helped ~
and were happy to have us there. They were gratef
we weren't Amierican tourists coming in speaking
Enldish. They seemed appreciative that we wanted to
PHOTOS: BY ALEX MAYNARD, BY
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lear" their language and their culture. We found
en-one there hospitable,
e'we dido't take classes with Chinese students, Most of
the classes were private tutorials with one professor
and one student. In Taiwan there is a very strong
teacher-student relationship. Many of the Chinese
peoplewe came in contact with wanted to take the time
out to tell us about their country,
vuring the summer we each lived with a separate
laJDily,In the fall we moved to the dorms at the sebool,
but we soon moved out of them. Even the Chinese
people say the dorms are bad. We moved off-eampus
into a house with four Conn students and two other
students from the program.
In Taiwan we had very few American friends. We
made a point of not making American friends. All
around us there were Chinese students. The Chinese
people we met became true friends for us. They
sbowedus around and helped us particularly with out
Chinese homework.
Having a house taught us how to run a Chinese
household.With our limited money, we couldo't run an
American house. For example, we had only a gas
heater.
By being so far from home in a different situation,
you learn alot about yourself. You learn how to do
things on your own.
Coming back to Conn took adjustment. It's so small
and confining. We're used to encountering new ex-
periences every day.
Rick {;husid
Branceis, Fall, '76
I left Conn for a very simple reason. I left for the
Politics Department at Brandeis, which is very superb
-andpossibly one of the top in the country, The reason
my leaving, in a word, was academics.
When I got there I found that the academics were at
as high a level as I had expected, but the social life
was horrendous. I took most of my courses in the
Politics Department and they were very rigorous. I
found that the Brandeis teaching policy is different as
it is a more critical approach to education. I was told
when I went there that they wanted to develop a
student's analytical powers and that was their top
priority.
So, the advantages were academic and a more
"sophisticated" apprroach to teaching, which is not to
knock Conn; it is merely to say that Brandeis was more
suited to what I was interested in.
The disadvantages were that the people were un-
friendly, very arrogant and so absorbed in studying
that they lost all perspective as to what college was
about; they were bookworms. A social life was non-
existent.
Conn is certainly not as academically demanding as
Brandeis was, but the overall environment at Conn is
more conductive to learning. Simply put, Conn is an
excellent place to live and work. The academics and
social life are pretty well balanced, whereas at
Brandeis the scales were tipped. It's lhe classic dif-
ference between a university and a college. Brandeis
has a lot of money and a lot of courses and an excellent
faculty.
Here most of the pressure is internal. There isn't any
(inmy opinion) significant competitive pressure from
other students. Being at Brandeis was like going
abroad for a semester; I felt totally out of ~Iace. When
I came back I had an improved perspective. Anyone
whois unsure ofwhether they like Conn should go away
for a semester. That'll change their tune.
Don Joues
- Westminister, Fall '77
My first reason for even thinking of going to West-
minIster was Conn. My second reason was for the
chance to student teach at Westminister; that was one
of the reasons I orginally came to Conn. The chance to
travel was another reason' but until I was accepted I
didn't start thinking about travelling.
AtConn I was getting tired of being a student. I was
getting tired of the middle and upper class affluence at
Conn. When you think of the upper-middle class, you
think of people with power. Conn is academic and in-
tellectual, but at the same time it isn't.
Upon arriving in England I travelled for three
weeks around the country, It'was the freest period I
~ver had. The English have a very different attitude
rom the Americans. As a whole they are more low-key
~nd more relaxed. I took an art course there just for
~efun of it, which I couldn't do here. Westminister will
elp design any independent study if they can.
ti The chance to .student teach was great. I wss ~ full-
une teacher 10England and got eight credits for It.
t I came back here with the' attitude that I just wanted
dO1100shConn. In England I had a taste of real in-
ependence and of starting a career. I am eager to get
out and start teaching.
There is asense of affluence at Conn and people don't
appreciate It. Cars, clothes, food-we just take it for
granted. We are so damn affluent.
When I first returned I also kept wondering 'well,
when do I move on from this place' especially when in
a place like Har..ris. When a place ~tarted to get boring
ID England, it was time to move on.
U you want to teach or do something pertaining to
England, Westminiater is the place to do it. It is a s~1
school and the Americans really stuck out. 'lbe English
students were a lot more outgoing and boisterous.
{;athy Sohin
University of Arizons (Tuscan), '76-'77
I was very unhappy here at the end of my sophomore
year. I fellmto a rut and I needed a new environment.
The overall student body at Conn is very similar.
Everyone gets molded into the same frame of mind. i
think alot has to do with the structural setting, You get
into a mood where it's very hard to motivate yourself
to do new things.
Last year in Arizona there was so much-mere to do.
It wasn't that there was less school work to do, but that
you had different priorities. There was much more
focus on the outdoors. In addition there "Iere more
foreign students out there which gave the school more
diversity.
Also, the Mathematics Department (my major) is
very small here. There are four professors, all tenured,
who are not exactly the best communicators. When I
came here, only theory courses I had out there covered
a wider variety of material.
Last year I learned alot about myself because I was
away from home. When I came back to Conn, I realized
that there wasn't any great changes while Iwas away.
An education, to me, is much more than books. It
involves people, places and activities. The University
of Arizona offered such a diversification in all of the
areas that Iview my last year as a positive educational
experience.
Betsy Hammhurger
12 College Exchange to Wesleyan
I wanted to go to Wesleyan primarily for academic
reasons as well as for a change in atmosphere. I am a
psychology and music major. The Music Department
ment at Wesleyan is especially different from Conn's in
that it offers courses in ethnomusicology.
Itwas nice to have the nlale-female ratio in reverse
for a change. AtWesleyan the ratio is three to one, men
to women. Socially it was alot different than Conn
because the frats ran the social scene.
I really grew during my stay at Wesleyan in that I
had the option, which I accepted, to have my own
apartment. Therefore, I learned how to manage an
apartment. It was nice because the school ran the
apartment.
Middletown also caters to Wesleyan, more than New
London does to Conn, which was really great. The town
had a lot going for us. Everything was within walking
distance.
Going away made me in a way appreciate Conn
more. but I realized that Conn and Wesleyan are on a
par" People worked just as hard, and academically
they are on about the same level.
•• felt. had
returned to
{;onu{;olle~e of
hedonism;
{;onuColle~e of
,
the pampered,
protected and
prlvlledged.'
Boh Sanders
[ also learned to appreciate the student-faculty ratio
here and smaller classes, both of which are unique, At
Wesleyan you wouldn't likely be invited to a professors
house.
The 12 College Exchange is an excellent program.
When I returned to Conn, I found that alot of my
friends bad established new friendahips or changed.
There was a period of re-adjustment for me. I felt that I
had exhausted Conn and that I was somehow
regressing going back into a dorm.
University of California at Berl<eley, '76-'77
I left here because by the end of my sophomore year
I realized that Conn was so small that I bad used up
most of its gaud points, I wanted to go to a larger scbool
which had areas to offer which I couldo't get at all
here. I really left to broaden my horizons.
I chose California because of my interest in Asian
Studies and Chinese and because it was located in a
different part of the country, Itwas an area with which
I had no previous experience.
No place is a utopia. There is a philosophical dif-
ference between a school such as Conn with 1600
students and a school such as Berkeley with around
30,000 students. The difference really lies in whether
.the school accomodates itself to the student or the
student accomodates himself to the school.
For instance, when I first arrived at Berkeley it was
my responsibility to not only lind a place to live, find
out how to register, where to register, and how to get
my computer cards punched out correctly, but also
where to go to buy a schedule of classes, a catalogue,
and where to go for help. Because of the large number
of students, there is no one to hold your hand and waltz
you through the period of adjustment.
For example, in the College of Letters and SCiences,
there are over 12,000 undergraduates and there are
only seven advisors for these students. Consequently, if
you should get closed out of a class, which often hap-
pens even to senior majors, no one is going to care at
all. You have to fight you battles yourself.
Another aspect of Berkeley which made it more
impersonal than Conn is the relationship between
students and faculty. It was really the rule among
faculty members to have office hours only once a week
for two to three hours. Outside of those office hours,
they were totally inaccessable. Consequently, I really
can't say I got to know.s single faculty member during
my whole year there.
The third major difference between the two schools
was the type of students I was in class with. It seemed
to me that a good number of the students were older
and almost all were more experienced in being on their
own and not having the sheltered life I think students
have here. .
, Almost all students knew what 'they wanted, which
was pretty professional. They were very competitive
and most of them were extremely concerned about
grades. It was hard to find any co-operation.
They were also based on a quarter system. We went
to school for three ten week periods, taking three
courses, and ·did a semester's worth of work in that
time. The amount of work expected was at least equal
and at times was more than the workload at Conn.
I'm really glad I went there because I felt I learned
at least as much in that one year there than I had
learned here in two years. The exposure to different
disciplines and to the Asian Studies scholars gave me a
chance to discover how I wanted to utilize what I had
been studying. I found a purpose to my studies.
As far as things to do on campus, there is no com-
parison. Conn is. a barren desert. Any day of the week
at Berkley you could walk around campus and there
were musicians, magicians, people with political
causes and practically any activity you can think of.
There were constantly movies, plays and sports ac-
tivities at all levels to watch or participate in. There
were always just incredible lectures on campus on any
subject.
My lirst day back at Conn in August I felt like the
walls had come crashing down upon me. I felt I had
returned to Conn College of sell-centered hedonism;
Conn College of the pampered, protected and
priviledged. There were just certain things that I saw
which bothered me tremendously, which I haven't
necessarily accepted, but am willing to live with.
Students here just have no perception, sensitivity or
concern for the world outside of their background. 'Ibis
seems like a dream world with its semi-formal parties,
and there's been an increase in beer conswnption and
total apathy towards anything but serving themselves.
I feel that most people here have never really been
away from home, Conn College is really an extension of
home.
I don't want to sound like I have a "holier than thou"
attitude because Conn College is made up of people like
me; it's very homogeiiious. It's just that by going away
and being responsible for every aspect of life and
seeing the ugly side of life everyday (due to Berkeley's
location), I gained a new perspective.
I think it's horrible for someone to spend all fOlD"
years here. It doesn't matter where you go as long as
you do something different. I'm not quite sure if going
off to another small, private New England college is
doing something different; it might be.
)
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Henry Friedman and Noah
Sorkin have been named the
Mary Foulke Morrisson Interns
for 1918. The League of Women
Voters of Connecticut selected
these two Conn students to work
for eight weeks this summer in
Washington D.C. The Selection
Committee also named Audrey
Cutler as an Intern to the
Oversesa Education Fund of the
League.
Connecticut College's nwnber
one law man, Roy Eaton Jr, is
on vacation and campus crime
is rampant. llIegally-parked
cars have presented campus
Safety with major problems,
replacing vandalism as the
number one crime. While
justice takes a holiday,
students with South Lot
stickers have been defiantly
parking by their dorms. "It's
either risk a ticket or get
pneumonia walking down to
that lot," stated an
anonymorm violator. Mean-
'While, \he <~ nat" @.Tows. People needs people. U you
have a hwnorous anecdote or
an interesting tid-bit write it in
to the College Voice; box 1351.
Davenport Scott will be
sidelined for the entire
Lacrosse season. Port sut-
fered a broken collarbone
when he and David "Miami"
Watkins collided during
practice. Port had been a key
organizer in the club's pen-
ding trip down South. The
team is planning to travel to
Virginia and Maryland bet-
ween March 19 and 25. The
Club will play highly rated
Washington and Lee, plus
William and Mary, Citadel,
and Cantonville Community
College.
"What a zoo," declared J .A.
housefellow Peter Clauson.
But he was not referring to his
dorm mates, but their exotic
pets. Residing in the dorm are
a tarantula, a ferret, a boa
constrictor and Peter
Greenberg. Peter, this is a
joke, .so don't yell at me,
please.
I-
Another trend seems to be
taking over Conn's party
scene. Where last year saw
party's with certain gimmicky
tllemes, dorms this year are
coming up with club-like
names. There is the Park
Blind TIger and Wright AIr·
,.ays in addition to the much
travelled Speakeasy and
Harkness Lounge. Parties in
dorms seem to be more
congenial than those held in
Cro and the student center is
being used less for aII-campus
parties.
Once again, students at
Connecticut College have been
reminded that man's best
friend is permanently banned
from the campus. Dean Allee
Johnson recently released an
"unhappy reminder" stating
that "pets are not allowed
ingress to any Connecticut
College building." The
memorandum, which seems
to be aimed at dogs in par-
ticular, threatens im-
poundment of any loose
animals.
It was a bad night for oldster
John Moore III. Following a
Hockey Club loss Moore pat
away his usual quota of beers.
This amount didn't appease
his withdrawal symptoms,
and thus he decided to head
southward in search of a must
desired keg. Feeling his oats a
bit, the inibriated Moore sped
through a "shortcut" through
Harkness Green in his four-
wheel drive jeep which John
claims can "cut through snow
like a knife through Reemer."
It didn't. Eight strong men
couldn't pull him out that
night. Well, who says only the
good die young?
seth Weitzman presented an
oral report on zen Buddhism
for Religious Studies course
"The Art of Healing." His
presentation included a c1~ss
meditation session. seth 10-
structed the class in one of the
many Zen Buddhist
meditation and relaxation
methods. Instructor Gerald
Schorr and the students
generally agreed that it had
been a pleasant and relaxing
experience.
Last Wednesday was the
WCNI Benefil Nlte at Anna
Christie's. Many people from
Conn came to display their
talents. Among the per-
formers were Charlene
DiCalogero and Amy Walden,
Lila Bell, Bob Lazaroff, Larry
Batter and Jane Golden,
Larry Simon and Kathy
Geisel, Vance Gilbert and
Jack Wade. It was generally
agreed that the night was a
success for both artists and
spectators alike.
The ceramic camel that resq,
in the trophy case in ern was
created by Conn's printshop
manager Earl "Mike"
Shinaull. It was made for the
first game played between the
faculty and the men's varsity
basketball team held back in
1970. Mike Shinault was the
coach of the varsityJn its
premier season, it was this
team which bestowed the
mascot of the Camel on Conn
College. In their first game,
played on December 3, 1969,
the Camels lost to the Coast
Guard freshmen, 90'29.
Car owners on campus
beware. You may be on THE
LIST. If you vehicle still
doesn't have a parking sticker
and you've been piling up
tickets, your name will be
placed on a piece of paper that
means they're gonna getcha.
Those unlucky enough to be on
the "tow list" may not only be '
forced to pay to Michael's
Areo Wrecking Service for
their service but also a
Campus Safety flne of 25.
dollars. But don't try to get
your greedy little hands on
THE LIST. Campus Safety
won't let you see it. It's up to
you to learn the hard way.
Despite the pain, Port
cheerfully welcomes
Bob SaypoPs
treacherous
tarantula
onto his big
toe. Above,John
Moore scolds his
snow-fearing jeep.
I
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The endless
ride home
By Tom ~Be.r~Kohak
The bus jolts gently in a steady hum, just enough to remind him of his existence
and though he is tired, he doesn't sleep. There is a low murmur of voices around
him, scattered in the darkness, and an occasional laugh, but it is all surreal
inhuman almost, living as only echoes in the blackness of the moving of the bus:
The ride seems endless, but there is no rush. Looking outside, the sky is a dull
gray with hints of blue off in the distance, but everywhere else it is dark, and the
trees become vague outlines of form, indistinguishable except in size and shape.
There are no colors, everything is blacks and whites, or rather just different
shades of blacks. .
porportion is lost, there is no sense of distance, and looking out from the window
at the horizon is like staring out at a photograph; it all seems impersonal and like
another world. Nothing lives out there; there is no movement, and if there is-a man
walking, a horse pacing, a bird in flight-it is always the solitary moving of an
impersonal being. It is twilight, a distorting time, a dreamlike world, and suddenly
he is asleep, his eyes forced shut '>y physical fatigue.
And then the ride ends. Now it is dark, beyond twilight, night. He stumbles off the
bus carrying his traveling bag. His teammates are all heading for Harris and
supper and call for him, but he waves them away and walks into Cro. It is empty.
An eerieness prevails, the strange passivity of a normally active place, the
silence, the isolation. He drops his bag and takes out a quarter and buys a
chocolate milk and sits at one of the tables, half-hidden in the darkness, and slowly
sips and looks out at the emptiness.
The feeling that dominates is a peaceful one. He feels the same emptiness as the
building. All force has left him, all anger is gone. All he wants now is to sit here and
drink his chocolate milk and be alone.
He focuses on the transparency of the ashtray on the table, but is looking
through it, inside. His mind flows in circles. Today they lost to a team they never
should have lost to, and he,like everyone else had played terribly. But it was over
. now, it was over I and it wasn't important, no one cared, and it would be forgot-
ten. In a day it would be gone, but he .didn't want to forget it, not yet He wanted
to hold on to the feeling as long as he could for he felt it was somehow important
and that it shouldn't be lost so easily.
It was sort of a hollowness inside, an easy hollowness, they had lost and it was
over and nothing could be done, and he had given up in the middle of the game, and
no one knew it but him. He was glad of that, but now he was trying to understand
and make excuses to himself why, but when no excuses came he gave up and
simply let self-sorriness take control. He took another sip of milk. He felt so sorry
for himself that he could imagine himself crying right here in the middle of Cro.
What difference does anything make?
Then someone approached. He wanted to be alone but there was no avoiding her.
"How did you do1" she asked. His answer seemed distant, "We lost." There was 8
slight pause. "Oh, well that's too bad." .
He nodded and crumpled up his milk carton and tossed lt at the wastecan. It
bounced of the rim. For some reason she found that humorous and laughed. He
looked at her and at the carton on the floor, and suddenly through his tiredness,
through his self remorse, through all the losing, he laughed and in that instant lost
part of the feeling.
She left. He picl<.edup the carton and tossed it away and headed for dinner. The
hollowness was still there but now he was accepting it. They had lost and he had
given up but it was over, over, and life went on and he could not sit in era forever
drinking chocolate milks in lonely ecstasies of self-remorse.
He walked into the darkness carrying his bag. The darkness engulfed in an in-
stant. He looked up into the sky and at the stars, and paused for a moment staring
with a wonder at the specks of whiteness telling of the immensity of a peaceful
tranquility. . . . .
Then he looked back down at the arth, and back up agm, and 10 that tune realized
there was no choice. Once cannot brood forever over the origin of ~e. stars, nor of
the nature of god; one must accept it all without stopping to explain It. Accept the
inner defeats and go on living.' . .
He looked back down at the ground and kicked at the dirt, hut god damn It, he
, told himself, we should have won, we should have won. and he kicked the earth
again.
SPORTS
after tough losses
By Barry Gross
Bahson had lost an overtime game at
Amherst the night before, so there was
a chance that they would be both tired
and discolD'aged when facing Conn.
The cirst half of the game was one of
the strongest 20 minutes of basketball
the Camels have played. Led by fresh-
man stars Chris Bergen and Wayne
Malinowski, Conn led 28-24at hall time.
But the second half was a complete
reversal, with a highly talented Babson
squad prevailing in the end 71;-74.
Bergen led the camels in scoring with
16 points.
The casual basketball observer may
look at the current record of the Conn
College Men's Varsity Basketball
Team, which stands at 6-10, and think
that the team has had a poor season. On
the contrary, the Camels have played a
tough Division III schedule, and as the
I last four games have illustrated, the
team has started to come around.
The Camels travelled up to Wellesley,
Mass. on Feb. 14to play Babson, hoping
to .catch the host squad off guard.
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Feb. 17 saw the Camels travel to
Dudley, Mass to take on Nichols. This
was one of two games the team would
play during the weekend, and to a man
they were optimistic of a sweep. Un-
fort\mately, Conn came up short, losing
79-77.
The first half was close, with the
Camels trailing by two. In the second
half, Nichols began to pull away,
leading by 10 points with four minutes
left in the game. But Conn, illustrating
the never-say-die spirit that has
become emblematic.of the team, fought
hack only to lose the ball on a turnover
in the final seconds, and with it, the
game also.
Once again, Chris Bergen, who is
coming of age quite fast in the center
position, led Conn by scoring 19points,
followed by the ever solid Herb Kenny
who canned 15.
The camels returned to the floorof
the Crozier-Williams Gymnasium the
next afternoon jgainst Thomas College
of Maine. With a vocilerous crowd
supporting them, Conn broke their six
game losing streak by topping Thomas
84-72.
The game was close in the first half,
until Coach Charles Luce inserted a
corp of five players into the line-up.
Known as the "Maniacs," and con-
sisting of Bill Malinowski, Cliff
Kozemchak, Barry Hyman, Bill Loce,
and Mike Amaral, the players hustled,
scrapped and shot the camels into an
eight point lead, after which they were
never headed.
The game also featured the re-
emergence of Don Levy, the junior co-
captain who has been in a scoring
slump (only on tho floor, certainly not
olf). Levy scored 18 points. Dead-Eye
Kenny shot seven for seven from the
field and had 14.
Cameimania returned on Feb. 21 as
Conn got a measure of revenge against
Vassar, who had defeated them earlier
in the season at Poughkipaee. This time
it was the camels playing another fine
game, who were victorious 84-70.
Wayne Malinowski led the team with
24 points. and in the process, made his
way closer to the college single season
scoring mark of 305points. Wayne, now
at 293,is only a game ot two away from
the coveted goal in this his first varisty
season.
•
Branford,
Larrabee
take the
offensive
By Mike Amaral, Herb Kenny, and Bill
Malinowski
Larrabee and Harkness continued
their winning ways and Branford-
Blackstone burst upon the scene in
impressive fashion with two wins in the
second week of donn basketball action.
Larrabee averages almost 68 points a
game, second only to Harkness who baa
scored over 80 against weak J .A. an
Plant.
Fiskio claims that ''we aren't gun-
ners", but boy, do they love to shoot.
Harkness vs. Larrabee on. March 2
definitely pits the league's two top
teams head to head. Krasner's line as of
today baa Haflmess by five, but look for
that to change before game time.
Gam .. of February 12·16
Larrabee again showed a potent
scoring attack against Bruins West
with T. Bell getting 26,Mark Fiskio 18,
Ron Rabkin 16 and Kevin Sayward
netting 14, but fans were more amazed
to see the boys can play some defense
as well. Although Dave Fiderer got his
t8 John Eirich, a 14.5 scorer was helll
to' one. Larrabee turned a one-point
game at half into a rout with a well
rounded display of defense, reboun-
ding, and fast break basketball.
,
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Jim Howard and Jeff Lonatein led
smilb-Burdick easily over LambdiD Il3-
'SI wilb 14 and 13 .... pectively. Bul lbe
word out of Smilb is that Hondo Gard-
ner may bave lost !be scoring toucb his
Jeam will need in lbe big ones. II's truly
saddening to see a legend in !be lwiIigbt
of his career. Preston HaDeDergot len
to lead ll-2 LambdiD.
Harkness completely decimated lbelr
second straighl foe 8tHO. Everyone
played alot in tbia romp, wilb Art Berg
hiltingfor 14,H.P. and Jeff Sado 13, and
Lionel Catlin n. Plant bad nobody wilb
more than four and was unable to score
in lbe last period. Tbia Jeam, sad to say,
must be considered tbe league's
weakest.
J .A., on lbe other hand, got rid of that
distinction by suprising Hamilton 47-46
in a rough game hancDed by only one
releree. Hamilton claims !bey will
protest to "Don" Sabitino. Steve
Patterson got 13 and T. Beuscber 12 to
give J .A.win number one. Dudley Flake
looted tough for !be losers wilb 18.
Bill McCauley bad a league season
high of 34 in Branford's tbreeman
destruction of Plant 112-18.Ethan Wolfe
bad 24 while Kermil Litwin gol 22,
accounting for 80 of lbe Jeam's total.
Bunson is said to be fuming at not
seeing lbe ball all game, but there is
little subsiance to lbe rumor. Pat
Gallagber bad 7 for Plant.
K. Blunt made a fourth quarter rush
lbal made lbe final look like ilbad been
a close game, but it really wasn't as
Larrabee finally won 52-44. Fiskio bad
18 for lbe winners and Tom Bell 16.
John Krinilaky and Larry Menna each
bad 15 for K.B., but Housefellow Ann
Drouilbet bas bad Hirscbborn in for a
talk on wby be hasn't been scoring like
be should. Rusa Franklin could be lbe
answer to lbe "",oring problem if lbey
would give him a shirt.
Wright-Marshall got back on track wilb
a Il3-42 win over Hamilton. Consislent
scorer Dave Fiderer got 18 and John
Eiricb rebounded wilb 17. Once again
DueDey Flake was bJgb man lor
Hamilton with 12 and beat Windham 49-
41. Steve managed to score 18 before
being bounced in lbe fourlb quarter
..nUlb\s """" up by {our. Bill _Cauley
netted 14 {or lbe winners and Ethan
Wolfe 15. Dave Geller silenced critics
lbat said be could only play games wilb
his feet by scoring 17 for Windham, and
Boom-Boom Cbannick got len.
Park beat K. Blunt and orf.Qunpus
took J .A., but minor detaila like score
and leading scorers are unlmown to
lbese reporters because of a lost
scorebook.
Bill McCauley 0/ Branford
reJeetll some rubbish.
ENTERTAINMENT
Rocl,y (Sylvester Stallone), right, who is given an unexpected shot at the
world championship, meets his opponent, the garishly dressed Apollo
Creed (Carl Weathers) in the ring.
S,,'vester Stallone
rocks the stars
~ ;.
U., Blake Taylor
Roeky is a fUm about an obscure
Pbiladelphia boxer, wbo tbrougb pure
luck gets a chance at lbe heavy
championship and comes close to
winning.
The story is a fairy tale of aorta in
wbicb the fUm's hero may not win the
heavy championship but does win lbe
love of his girl and lbe respect of his
fellow citizens-his victory is a moral
one.
The film, shown in Palmer
Auditorium Saturday Feb. 25, bas an
exciting and quickly paced plot that
keeps the viewer extertained. The
acting, directing and photography are
consistantly fine, resulting in a very
professioaal effort.
Upon lbe ftlm's opening on Nov. 21,
1976, lbe reviews it received were on
the wbole positive, tbough it
did get panned by some
One of lbese reviewers who found
Rocky I""'!. !ban satisfactory was
Vincent Canby of The New York Tim...
In his .review, Canby calls !be per-
formance by Sylvester Stallone, wbo
plays lbe title role, a "large bole in !be
center of lbe ftlm," and goes on to say
lbat his performance could bave been
put togelber by watching television
actors.
Canby calls Rocky a vanity
production, and points out that
Stallone's brolber composed one of !be
ftlm's songs and appears briefly, as
does his falber and dog.
Vincent Canby, wilb a negative
opinion of lbe film, is a minority. One of
lbe majority who praised Roeky is John
Simon of New York Magazine. In his
review, he calls Roeky "a pugnscious,
charming, grimy, beautiful fairy
tale ... (wilb) details that warm lbe
heart."
Simon, wbo rarely fmds anything
positive to say about movies, continutes
to commend Rocky: "even lbe smallest
roles are well taken, and above all of
lbem finats, securely and gracefully,
Sylvester Stallone ... "
In Los Ant\e1es on Marcb 28, 1977,
Reeky picked up two Oscars; Best
picture and Best directing honors went
to John G. Avildsen.
United Artist, the flIm's distributor,
apparently did not see such a bright
future for Roeky at lbe pre-ahooting
stages of the flIm. Tbey put up a modest
$1 million (a relatively small amount
for a commercial film) and Director
John Avilldsen shot lbe ftlm in a brink
28 days.
Aside from !be fact that Stallone is
not a boxer, be conaidera Rocky clearly
autobiographical. "Rocky is me," he
said, ''but he's more gallant and simple
than I am."
Stallone was at one point an usher at
a Walter Reade theater in Manbatian
and was fired when he made lbe
terrible mistake or trying to scalp a
ticket to a customer who turned out to
be Walter Reade. Later be lived on lbe
money he made selling xeroxed Walter
Reade passes to students.
Born in Hells Kitchen, Stallone at-
tended 12 different schools by the lime
he was 15. "I was into J.O. (juvenile
delinquency>." be said. IlH I saw a
housefiy on the hood or a car, I'd stamp
him out with an iron pipe. A very nice
kid. "
Eventually be traveled to Europe,
after growing sick of lbe gamy streels
of Philadelphia wbere be moved wilb
his mother at 15. He took a jQb in a girls
dorm in Switzerland as a bouncer and
described himself as a "fox in the hen
house."
The six years before Roeky, Stallone
spent.his lime in New York and L.A.
looking for acting jobs and trying to
write. He sold a few scripts and got..bis
first lead role with Henry Winkler in !be
1975 low-budget turkey The Lords or
Flalbusb.
Currently enjoying his 10 percent of
Rocky's more !ban $40 million intake,
Sylvester Stallone is, spending nine
weeks .and an estimated $2 million
shooting his next ftlm in Dubuque Iowa.
He is in lbe later stages of F.I.S.T.
(Federal Interstate Truckers), a seli-
penned movie about union violence.
Short or tall,
Randy
Newman
knocks
them all
. By Dave Rosenberg
Over our recent Christmas vacation,
I drove to Florida wilb this dentist
friend of mine. Actually he's not a
dentist; he's in dental school. We took
his car, a 1974 Ford LTD equipped wilb
air-conditioning, tinted glass and an 8-
track. Since his musical tastes are
limited to Musak versions of Barry
Manilow (a requirement for all dental
students), I decided to buy an II-track
tape before we left.
Luckily I was able to find a copy of
Randy Newman's Good Ole Boys in
Woolworth's Bargain Bin. Some how
one of lbe finest albums of lbe seventies
snuck Into the 99 cents cut-out-pile.
After I zapped in my one tape for lbe
third lime in lbe first- four hours of our
trip, my friend began to get a little
upset, "Ah, not lbat again. How about
playing something else?"
"Its tbe only tape I've got. You don't
like Randy Newman or something?"
PHOTO: BY DON CAPELIN
"His voice is pretty bad."
"Your crazy! Its perfect for wbat be
sings. "
"Sure, because what he sings is
garbage."
"His lyrics are great, and lbe music
blends perfectly wilb the satire of his
words, Do you have to be soolbed all lbe
time? Can't you take a little sling in
your music? What do want to hear,
Barry Manilow?"
"So wbat's lbe matter wilb Barry
Manilow? He happens to be very
lJOpuiar.
"So what, his music is about as tastey
a. airplane food. At least Randy
Newman gives you sometbing to grab
on to. That is, unless you can grab onto·
Kentucky Fried Chicken adds, because
those are lbe best lbings Barry
Manilow has ever done."
"IT Randy Newman's so good how
come nobody's ever heard of him?
Everybody knows who Barry Manilow
is. "
"Just because he's popular doesn't
mean be's good. You know Hichard
Nixon was kind of popular for a while
tbere too."
"Okay, okay, how about if we stop
argwng and I turn on the radio."
"Fine by me." My friend flicked on
the ra,dio and twisted lbe dial until be
found a music station. We heard the
tinny voices of a hick D.J. saying, "Now
tbls IS lbe one that's been causing all
the ruckus." Wilbin seconds we heard a
pleasant bar-room piano beat and a
familiar voice singing: .
Short People got no reason
Short People got no reason
Short People got no reason
To live
My friend's jaw dropped down to lbe
~as pedal. He was shocked and ap-
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palted, The song beat on, The gristly
voice sang out:
They got little baby legs
And they stand so low
You got to pick'em up
Just to say hello
My friend pointed at me and said,
"That'S your Randy Newman, I don't
appreciate that stuff."
"That's obvious. You don't ap-
preciate anything that shows ingenuity.
He's being satiric; ii you listened
carefully you might have been able to
see it."
My friend didn't listen carefully, A lot
of people don't want to listen to "Short
People" carefully, because they want
something to complain about.
Randy Newman's latest album, Little
Criminals, on Warner Brothers
Records, is filled with great music.
Some of the songs are simple and
catchy, such as "Rider in the Rain."
Other songs are a combination of
beautiful music and sharp lyrics, such
as "Baltimore" and "Kathleen
(Ca tholicism Made Easier)."
Newman tries to appeal to a wider
audience on this album; he hired Ry
Cooder, The Eagles and J,D, Souther as
back-up musicians, which resulted in a
very impressive and polished sound.
Little Criminals makes a great gift. As
a matter of fact I bought it for this
dentist friend of mine.
A feast for any
vegetarian
rabbit
By Win Morgan
If you are looking for an inexpensive
change of pace in dining, the
Mischievious Carrot in Mystic offers
delicious natural foods that will make
your tomato blush, They have been
open only a few weeks and are already
an established luncheon center, For the
money, though, they cannot be beat for
a good dinner,
The atmosphere is casual and quaint.
The two small rooms, decorated in a
combination of "18th century rustic"
and "modern commune," seat about 60
people, Try to get in the smaller room,
where an old working pot-bellied stove
sets a cheerful mood for your dinner,
I have selected a few items of par-
ticular interest on the menu. For $3.95
one can get hot soup and the daily
special with whole grain fresh-baked
bread. The night we went, the specials
were almond-mushroom chop suey and
zuchinni-cheese casserole. Both were
delicious and substantial. The tabouli
Dress is casual; headbands are not
required,
An average dinner ror two that
touches all bases on the menu should
cost about $8.00. Appetizers are the
most expensive. Guacomole, a
cheeseboard, or humus-a middle-
eastern spread of garbanzo beans,
onions, sesame seeds and lemon juice·
each feed two and cost about $2,00, Most
of the sandwiches are luncheon fare,
although the adventurous might wish to
try the various nut butters or the millet
lentil bean patty, which is served hot
with homemade mayo. Hot soups vary
day to day but are fresh, hot and
delicious.
"All right, now, look mischievous!"
salad, an indescribable concoction
flavored with lemon and mint will
please the vegetarian diner, A salad
bar of fresh vegetables is available at a
pittance of $,80.
The beverages offered are both
inexpensive and refreshingly different.
The carrot juice and apple juice are
both fresh and, of course, natural,
Unfortunately, the smoothies are not
worth the price ($,90) but I do suggest
the shakes made with Damian's ice-
cream specially sweetened with maple
syrup instead of sugar, For the hearty,
brown-bagging is permitted. There is a
package store down the street.
Desserts are baked daily and
sweetened with honey or molasses. The
portions are rich and huge.
My recommendation is to go on
Friday night when they offer a buffet of
various hot dishes at $4,95 for all-you-
can-eat. Be prepared to stuff: a
veritable reast IS offered, according to
the regulars we spoke with,
The kitchen is clean, service is
friendly, (tip Heather weill, and nosing
around the place is encouraged, The fun
part is watching them prepare your
meal in the open kitchen, All in all, a
good cheap dining experience for us,
The Mischievous Carrot rates three
chopsticks on the natural foods scale.
My only criticisms are the sparing use
-of spices and herbs and the limited
selection of the menu, Don't let this
keep you away. You will be happy you
went.
WHAT'S HAPPENING
;~:...
At the Movies
Groton Cinema 1 and 2, Groton. Saturday Night Fever. John Travolta dances his
way into our hearts in this HIm chock full of sex. violence. music and. of course,
the disco scene. Daily 7:15, 9:30. For the young at heart, Sasquatch at 1:30 and
3: 30 daily and Charlotte's Web daily at 1: 15 and 3: 15.
U A Theatres, Groton. The Goodbye Girl, Marsha Mason and Richard Dreyfuss
star as the odd couple in this love story with Quinn Cummings as the midget
matchmaker. Daily at 7:15, 9:45. Matinees Sat., Sun. at 2:30 and 4:45.
Village 1 and 2, Mystic. The Other Side of the Mountain, Part 2. Sequel to the film
about paralyzed skier, Jill Kinmont. Love story with Marilyn Hassett and
Timothy Bottoms. Daily at 7:15, 9:15. Sat and Sun. also at 2. Beyond BIndBack
dramatization of experiences of people who have come back from the dead. Daily
at 7! 9. Sat. and Sun. at I, 3, 5.
Concerts & Theatre
Chamber series _Jorgensen Auditorium, UConn, Storrs, 486-4226. Ma ch 2 at 8:15,
Beethoven sonatas performed by pianist Vladimir Ashkenazy and violinist Itz-
chak Perlman. March 6 at 8: 15, Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center.
Woolsey Hall Concert Series - Woolsey Hall, Yale, New Haven, 776-1444. March 2
at 8:30, National Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Mstislav
Rostropovich.
World Music series _Crowell Concert Hall, Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, 347-9411
ext. 807. March 3 at 8 pm, Concert of South Indian Music.
Yale Repertory Theatre- 222York Street, 436-1600. Beginning March 3, Wings, a
new play by Arthur KopiL MonFri. at 8 pm. Sat, at 2 and 8:30 pm.
Food and Drink
Anthony'S Steam Carriage, Union Station. Happy Hour Fridays 5·8 pm. Hear
Conn's ·own Larry Batter and Laura Biddle perform.
Chuck's Steak House, Factory Square, Mystic. Enjoy your grub or spirits in a
renovated factory building. Charm plus.
Mr. G's, 452 Williams St. Local color, temporaryeme for the Harris syndrome.
Happy Hour, Mon,-Fri. H prn. Thurs, !l-11 pm.
Romeo's, 3Z7 Huntington St. Nice atmosphere, inexpensive food and drink.
Shaboo Inn, 102 Conantvme Rd., Mansfield. Jazz, country music and special
engagements.
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 28 .
WOMEN'S STUDIES SYMPOSIUM:, "Wounds Past, Gifts Future:, Masculme
Paths, Feminine Crossroads:" Barbara Yoshioka, doctoral candidate In religious
~tudies, Syracuse University. 4 pm, J(fl Bill Hall.
From the Vacuuming Gourmand,
BURP!
The Mischievous Carrot,- 6 Holmes
St., Mysltc. Toke 1-95 to Mysltc, Go
down the main drag to the flagpole.
Make a left and look for the carrot on
'.hp riH:ht.
MEN'S SUBVARSITY BASKETBALL: Camels YS, Coast Guard, 8 pm, Roland
Hall, Coast Guard Academy.
LECTURE SERIES ON ENERGY: "Energy Conservation," Ms, Betsy Wood-
ward. atmosheric physicist, Essex Ct. 8pm, Palmer Auditoriwn.
CONNECTICUT POETRY CIRCUIT: Poetry resdinss ~J' four ~ .,Jeclicut
student poets. 9 pm. Harkness Chapel.· t-
WEIl:"ESDAY MARCH 1
COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH MOVEMENT LEJCTURE: "Movement of
Normal and Autistic Children," Kirsten Dahl, research associate, Child Study
Center. Yale University. 7 pm, 122 Hale.
DRAMATIC PRODUCTION: Brendan Behan's The Hes tage. De-Ted Chapin,
Associate Director of the National Theatre Institute, with Meaghan O'Connell,
Jody Steiner and Bill Lattanzi. 8 pm, Palmer Library. tickets; $2.50, students
$1.50,
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE FILM SOCIETY: La Chienne nsn-s'rancei.
De-Jean Renier. with Michal Simon and Janie Mareze. 8 pm, Oliva Hall, $1.00
TJlURSDAY MARCH 2
RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT LECTURE (in English): "The Image of the Virgin
Mary with Child in Byzantine and Russian Icon Painting," V. Brodsky, SUNY at
Potsdam, and formerly of the University of Moscow. 4 pm, 308 Cummings.
THURSDA Y RAP SESSION: Guest Speaker: Emam Nuriddin Faiz, spiritual
leader of the World Community of AI-Islam .In the West, 4:30, Unity House
BOTANY.ZOOLOGY SEMINAR: "Foraging F.elations among Colonial
Seabirds," Dr. R. Michael Erwin, department of forestry and wildlife, University
of Mass. 4:30 pm, 113 New London Hall.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: Camels vs. Brown, 7 pm, Cro Gym,
weNI FUND-RAISING FILM: The Firesign Theater in Everything You Know is
Wrong. 8 pm. Palmer Auditorium. $1.00
DRAMATIC PRODUCTION: The Hostage. 8 pm. Palmer Library, Tickets: $2.50,
students $1.50.
(;ERMAN FILM SERIES; Tonio Kroger. with English subtitles. Based on
Thomas Mann's novella. 8:30 prn. Oliva Hall.
ENVIRONMENTAL LECTURE SERIES: "Methane Digestion as a Source of
Energy." Pamala Goff '78. 7:30 pm, 122 Hale.
FRIDAY MARCH J
DRAMATIC PRODUCTION: The Hes tage. 8 pm, Palmer Library, Tickets: $2,50,
students $1.50.
SOCIAL BOARD MINI·CONCERT: Richie Leeea, singer and songwriter, 9 pm,
Dana Hall. Tickets: $2.00, students $1.00
SATURDAY MARCH.
HOCKEY GAME: Camels vs. Rhode Island College, Room for IS fans on the team
bus that leaves Cro at 6:30. Game time: 8 pm. Mid-State Arena, East Greenwich,
R.I.
JAPANESE DANCE CONCERT: Japanese dancer Wakana Hanayogi. 8 pm,
Dana Hall. Sponsored by the Asian Studies program.
Sl'~DAY MARCH 5
AUDUBON SOCIETY WILDLIFE FILM: Into A •• tnolIa's Red Centu. 3 pm,
Dana Hall. Admission: $2.50, students $1.50. Sponsored by the Thames SCience
Center and the Connecticut Arboretum.
CONN COLLEGE CHORUS CONCERT: 3 pm, Harkness Chapel,
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE FILM SOCIETY: Easter Parade 0948>' D-Charles
Walters, with Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Peter Lawford and Ann Miller, 8 pm,
Dana Hall, $1.00.
WCNI SUNDAY NIGHT INTERVIEWS: Personal interview with Barbara
Newell, president of Wellesley College, Pres, Newell discusses collage and the •
single woman. Also. a press conference in Hartford with Senator Lowell Weiker.
10-11 pm, 91.5 FM,
-
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OP-END
Historu of the
PaRamo CORa'
By Henry Frledm ••
In the next few weeks Congress will hoUy debate the
merits of the Panama Canal Treaty. President Carter
and his supporters are pushing for the passage of the
treaty while right wing forces headed by Senator
Jame~ AIlen and free lance conaervative Roanld
Reagan oppose the treaty.
Conservatives oppose the passage of the treaty
because they do not feel the United States will be able
to adequately defend the Canal and because they are
also concerned about the neutrality of the Canal in
years to come.
The purpose of this essay is to remind people of the
Canal's history, spe<;ificaIly of the events leading to
our acquisition of the canal ZOneitseU. I do not pretend
that these events which transpired in 1903are com-
pletely relevant to the prbeeedings today, but perhaps
we will become less adamently opposed to the treaty if
we remember how we acquired the ZOne.
In the early 1900's, the U.S. was considering building
a canal across central America, but was undecided as
to whether to use a route through Nicaragua or a mute
through the Panamanian section of Colombia
(Panama was a part of the Republic of Colombia).
Our choice was influenced by a French Company
that had already started construction of the Colomiba-
Panama Canal but failed to complete the project. The
French Company, represented by one of its owners,
Philippe Bunau-Varilla, wished to sell its properties in
Panama to the U.s., and lobbied heavily to accomplish
that end. _
After much debate, the U.s. agreed to build our
Canal in Panama. A treaty drawn up between
Colombia and the U.S. was ratified by the United
States Senate, but was rejected by the Congress of
Colombia.
At this juncture, Colombia became the victims of
some reprehensible activities. Panama had revolted
many times in the past, and on six occasions American
forces helped put down the uprisings. But, in 1903,the
political situation in Panama was relatively stable.
Then Bunau·Varilla encouraged a revolution, hoping
tbat once Panama detached itself from Colombia, the
revclttng country would agree to treaty tenn desired
'0), U\e United States.
The French schemer fomented and funded the revolt
and arranged the intervention of American warships
with U.S. Secretary of State John Hay. The
revolutionaries based their plans upon American aid
because without our forces, a successful insurrection
would have been impossible.
WheD the revolt actually took place, American
gunbooats were given orders to "maintain free and
uninterrupted transit and to prevent the landing of anv
army forces.within fifty miles of Panama," meaning
that Columbia would be unable to reinforce its garrison
in Panama.
500Columbian troops did try to enter Panama to put
down the rebellion, hut were prevented from doing so _
by United States Marines. The action of the American
martnes proved to be essential to the success of the
uprising.
Later, in a moment of candor, Theodore Roosevelt
said, "I took the Canal and let Congress debate."
President Roosevelt, along with Secretary of State
Hay, approved the use of force to prevent Columbian
intervention in their own land.
Incensed at the Columbian rejection of our treaty
proposal, Roesevelt allowed the gunboats to go to
Colombia. This intervention represented a violation of
the integrity of the Colombian nation.
Our conduct involving the signing of the treaty was
also objectionable. for we dealt with the mercenary
Bunau-Varilia who was concerned with furthering his
won interests rather than the welfare of Panama.
Bunau-Vartlla gave the U.S. an overly generous
treaty, in effect selling Panama out. In addition,
Panama was so weak and dependent on the U.S. that
the insurgents had to agree to virtually any provision
in the treaty.
Both Barilla's corruption and Panama's weakness
are clearly evident in the contents of the treaty; the
treaty signed with Panama was nuch more favorable
to the U.S. than was the one proposed to Colombia.
Secretary of Satae Hay himself said later that there
were many poiDts to which a Panamanian patriot could
object. ID 1922, the United States admitted its
culpability in the affair hy paying 25million dollars to
Colombia and graDting them free passage to the Canal.
In view of these facts. I become angry at the con-
servative opposition to the treaty. It is natural for the
treaty's opponents to express concern ever our ability
to defend the Canal, but they act as if the land under
negotiation is in the middle of Oklahoma.
When thinking about the military aspects of this
situation, I ask those who attack the treaty to
remember Teddy Roosevelt's use of the Marines in
i900, rather than if our right to use Marines in the year
;<uuu.
[ feel our claim to the Canal, morally and perhaps
legally, is tenuous at best. I am not advocating that we
turn the canal direcUy over to Panama, but that we
should be cognizant of our method of obtaining the
Canal ZOne.
Approving the treaty does not ameliorate our.wrongs
to Colombia, except in'the sense that the treaty rs a step
toward a just relationship with Latm Amenca is a
whole. Yet, it would somewhat atone for our misdeeds
to Panama.
Ronald Reagan has said that "giving up the Canal
might be one step toward the loss of our freedom." I
suggest that the Colombians and the' Panamanians lost
a great deal of freedom in 1903and that we ought to
consider that facl when we scream shrilly about our
sovereign right to the Panama Canal.
Blind
By M. Jay Alperen
Vandalism, and its related symptoms, are obvious to
most of us. It continues only because we haven't been
dealing with it the right way. .
The Student Assembly offered a typical solution
February 8 when they proposed a four point plan to
deal with fire equipment vandalism: I) Put all fire
extinguishers in glass cases. 2) Promote an awareness
campaign to teach college students that playing with
fire equipment is dangerous. 3) Eliminate the old
billing (fining) system. 4) Implement a new billing
(fining) system. These are not solutions; they are
merely band-aids that obscure the symptom, rather
than eliminate the cause.
The cause is us. In his article "Honor Code Insight?"
(The College Voice February 13) Barry Norman
exemplified the problem W~D he wrote "The J.B.
seems to understand that most property destruction
and other seemingly reckless acts are more or less par
for the course:" This attitude is precisely the problem.
It continues only because we tolerate it. He even calls it
"seemingly reckless" --it isn't. It is absolutely reckless
and irresponsible and dangerous and foolish .... !
Do we really need an awareness program to teach
college students that turning fire exit signs around is
dangerous? Soon we'll be conducting awareness
campaigns telling them when to use the bathroom.
Must we resort to the pettiness of economic hand
slaps?" The dangers of fire equipment vandalIsm
should be obvious to anyone with tho tntelngence to be
in college, unless of course lack of intelligence isn't the
problem; after all, children know better. as do the
mentally deficient. .
Maybe more foresight is needed. This would explain
many other obnoxious acts, such as food throwing in
the dining halls. People who commit these acts do not
use foresight, but respond to an uncontrolled childlike
impulse. They do not think of the food as costing
money. They do not think that someone might slip and
hurt themselves, not do they consider that some per-
son, a human being with feelings and with pride, comes
to pick up squashed, stepped on, disgusting food.
Physical injury isn't the only way to hurt a person.
Maybe they are simply thoughUess and just don't
care about anyone but themselves. This too would
explain much behavior. For example, dogs defecate on
front lawns and lift their legs most anywhere. They
aren't capable of caring aoout others, or their
property. So it is with some students here who leave
their waste scattered across campus.
Those who leave cafeteria trays in the laundry room,
beer botlles on bell desks and soda cans and candy and
cigarette wrappers allover the place are plain rude.
There are not two ways about it. There is no
justlficatien for this behavior-it is simply thoughUess.
Being in a hurry is no reason to suspend common
courtesy. We must be consistent. So be thoughtful only
when it is convenient is a farce. The tray belongs in the
cafeteria and botUes, and cans and paper belong in th"
trash. Ideally these things belong in their respective
recycling containers, but we certainly can't expect
people to care for the world when they can't even be
responsible for thie community.
This problem direcUy parallels 'Garrett Hardin's
"The Tragedy of the Commons" (Science, Dec. 13,
t968). In this brilliant essay, Hardin suggests that man
will abuse something that is only partly his, such as
common property.
The vandals at Conn pay for their acts through in-
creased tuition and room and board. But they only pay
a fraction of the true cost because costs here are
distributed among many people. The wouldn't
deprecate their own property because they would have
to bear the full costs themselves.
The thoughtlessness of this behavior should be ob-
vious to you. Fire equipment vandalism, food throwing
and littering are merely the related symptons of a
more pervasive andserious problems.
The most perverse aspect though, is how peer
pressure is distorted in these issues. The good guy is
made to feel like a heel while the vandal wins laughs
and acceptence. Those of us who care don't protest
loud enough-or are afraid to. There is a precarious and
troublesome balance to be sought between support of
one's moral convictions. and the need for social ac-
ceptance.
Whether the cause of this problem is foolishness,
lack of foresight or rudeness, I don't know. We,
however, do it, and we let it happen. We can also stop
it. not with police or threats of fines, but with a change
of attitude. We need a serious and thoughtful re-
evaluation of our altitudes and values.s-Think-.
Rules however. will not work. The spirit of what is
right goes infinitely farther in motivating men than
any collection of petty legislative do's and don'ts.
LETTERS
Mr. Am..s
To the Editor:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter sent to President Ames.
We feel that you might be interested in bringing it to
the attention of the College Community.
Dear President Ames,
We wouJd like to bring to your attention a situation
which we feel needs correction. In the last few years
there has been repeated demonstration of interest in a
course whi~h. due to limited enrollment, has been
forced to reject an average of 10 to 15students each
semester it has been offered. We are two of at least 15
people who were denied admission to children's
Literature-Education 302 for the current semester
We feel that such a situation is unfortunate when it
happens once; however, when it becomes a yearly
occurence we call it inexcusable. When
sufficient interest in a course exists, when the
professor has expressed a willingness to teach more
than nne section of the course and when the depart-
ment has made known its desire to meet the extra
demand by offering to open up another section of the
course. we believe that it is the administration's
re~ponsihlity to act on this demand. The popularity of
Ihls course extends beyond the ~ertificationca.,didates
10 non-certific~tion Education, Child Development,
some Art. MUSIC and Dance students, as well as to
anyone else ('ven remotely interested in children. The
fact thaI.. at this point, only those working towards
certifIcatIOn can be accomodated is depriving many of
tL.<.; of a course which is exciting, interesting and
necessary. As seniors, we realize that the situation
(annat be amended in time for us to benefit .from your
action. We strongly hope that, in the future, others will
not be deprived of this unique opportunity.
Sincerely,
HoUyMick
Nancy Tichnes
{'om .. aJ,fain
Dear Editor;
That "fruity" headline showed much insight (cough,
cough). Be that as it may, here are a few popular
musicians who are vegetarans:
George Harrison
Carlos Santana
Paul Winter
members of Yes
Mike Love
Peter Frampton
Bob Marley
This is just to name a few. Oh, by the way, would you
prefer more sports figures next week, or maybe
politicians? ..authors?
Someone asked me why I am doing this. Answer: (1
Thought someone might be interested. (2. We like to
further these peoples contr~bution to the world by letting
them shine as examples of the New Age when they follow
the healthy and harmless path.
Shanti
Win
P .S. Veggies on campus. Remember, we are not alone.
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'Icareer in law-
Wilhoullaw schOOI~
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work tradi·
tionally done by,lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you the
skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered-choose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities.
If you are a senior of high 'academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
we will visit your campus on:
Tuesday. March 28
The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235South 17thStreet, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Leqat, Inc.
CONN COLLEGE SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH ~39
plus 15percent tax & service
Our all-lncluslve price gives you all this:
+ Round trip non-stop flight from Hartford's ~radley Field via
TWA jet,+ First class oceanfront hotel for 8 days, 7 nights. Hotel has pool
and every room has fully equipped kitchenettes, to cut your food
costs, Located right in the heart of the action.
+ Round trip airport fransfers to hotel. -
+ Complimentary beers at our AII·Coliege Mixer poolslde.
+ Full schedule of optional actlvifles including inexpensive
Disneyworld excursion.
Operated by Adventura Travel
Available locally through:
m~~:6~T~~
POquonnock Rd. Groton 445·8561
Norwich Nor .....ichlown H~rlford E. H,Htlord Westerly Providence
- SPACE IS LlMITED-
- I
DON T WAIT
441-2968
CAMERA 1 announces its
1st ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST
6 Catagories Both Black ~ White and Color
sports portraiture Ribbons ~ Trophies
travel pictorial Will be Awarded
abstracts nature
CONTACT Dave Loseno
for rules & entry forms
100 EUGENEO'NEILL DR 443·8973
Camera 1
ONE OF NEW ENGLAND'S
SALES, REPAIR FOREMOST CAMERA SHOPS
Around the World
Fall 1978
Sept.9, bywayof the
South Pacific. Indian Ocean, and Africa.
For Free Color Brochure. call or write: Semester at Sea. "TaiMaha\ Bu\\d\ll9.
P.O. Box 2488. Laguna Hills. CA 92654. Telephone lSOO)854-0195 hon.tree
outside California} (714\581-6770 (in C"lifornia). 55. Universe is fully air-
conditioned. 18.000 Ions. of Liberian registry.
Open every day
£FA~N'S1~t=
at Mystic Seaport
Luncheons, Dinners, Parties,
Buffets and Banquets
Facilities for up to 400
Dinner Dancing, Saturday.
Dinner every night and all day Sunday ..
Luncheon Monday through Saturday
Sunday Brunch in season
Dial 536-9649
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